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CHAPTER 1
I NTRODUCT ION
The syndrome of autism is one that has puzzled re-
searchers and clinicians for more than four decades. The
distinctive combination of language, social, and be-
havioral impairments exhibited by children with autism
presents many challenges to researchers. Recently,
investigators (e.g., Rutter, 1983; Tager
-F
I usber g , i 98 5b)
have stressed the importance of a better understanding of
the specific cognitive and language deficits associated
with autism. The purpose of the present study was to
contribute to this understanding by examining the ability
of children with autism in one language-related area.
Specifically, this study examined the ability of pres-
chool-aged children with autism to categorize at the
basic and superor d i nate levels, and compared their abil-
ity on this task to the ability of their typical peers.
This chapter is divided into four major sections.
In the first, autism is defined and the importance of
understanding the cognitive abilities of children with
autism is discussed. in the second section, the Impor-
tance of categorization as a linguistic and pr e I I ngu i st I
c
skill is discussed. In the third section, research on
the categorization ability of children with autism, and
the need for additional research, is discussed. Finally,
1
in the fourth seCon, the specific questiohs addressed
in this study are presented.
Aut i sm
Infantile autism is a pervasive developmental dis-
order characterized by severe deficits in social develop-
ment, delayed or deviant language, and the presence of
ritualistic or compulsive behavior (e.g., insistence on
sameness). The definition of autism currently used
stresses two factors: early onset (before age 30 months)
and a number of disturbances. These include disturbance
cf developmental rates and sequences, of responses to
sensory stimuli, and of the capacity to respond appro-
priately to people. In addition, children with autism
may have disturbances of speech, language and cognition,
and nonverbal communication (Ritvo & Freeman, 1977).
Autism often is accompanied by mental retardation
(Rutter, 1978a), but autism is marked by a cognitive
impairment that is distinct from more generalized forms
of retardation (Fay & Schuler, 1980).
Psychologists have been fascinated by this disorder
ever since Kanner (1943/1973) first identified it. in
his landmark paper, Kanner provided the first description
of autism in the form of 11 case studies. Based on his
systematic observation and detailed description of these
children, he concluded that they were not schizophrenic,
that they had an Inborn disturbance of affect, and that
their parents (by their obsess i veness ) had caused their
disabiiity to be worse. This was the first of many
Papers to hypothesize a parental role in causing autism
(Schopler, 1985). Autism is now be
. i eved to be an innate
biological disorder whose exact etiology
| s unknown,
resulting m severe cognitive, linguistic, and soc
i a
i
deficits (Rimland, 1985; Rutter, 1 98 5). Wing (1 98 1)
briefly discusses evidence supporting a theory of speci-
fic neurological damage that might account for the odd
combination of impairments seen in children with autism.
Although recently many psychologists have been
interested in the nature and extent of the cognitive
deficit associated with autism, some researchers are
interested primarily in the social deficits of this
disorder. These researchers (e.g., Tinbergen & Tinber-
gen, 1976) believe that the Intellectual impairment
observed in children with autism is a secondary effect of
an inhibition of social and exploratory behavior.
Support for this theory is found in the fact that some
form of social withdrawal is almost universally found In
children with autism. However, the degree of social
withdrawal diagnosed by an observer may vary with the
specific situation, the familiarity of the adult In-
volved, and the definition of social withdrawal used
(Wing, 1976). In recognition of the variability in the
degree of social withdrawal observed in children with
3
autism, the most recent revision of the American Psychia-
tric Association's Diagnostic and_statijtica^^
(DSM-'"- R) uses as an attribute of autism, not total
social withdrawal, but "qualitative impairment of reci-
procal social interaction." (American Psychiatric
Association [APA], 1987, p 38) in addition, social
withdrawal appears to remediate as the children grow
older (DSM-lli-R), wh
,
,
e the cognitive impairments do
not. in many older chi Idren with autism, there may be
little or no evidence of continuing social withdrawal,
while language delays persist (Rutter, 1983).
The APA (1987) classifies autism as a Pervasive
Developmental Disorder. This classification has two
important implications, based on its emphasis on an
interference with or abnormality of brain development.
The first implication is that autism represents an In-
ability or incapacity in cognitive functioning, not Just
a disordered use of existing cognitive skills. The
second implication is the emphasis on a biological un-
soundness, Implying an intrinsic impairment of brain
capacities (Rutter, 1983). While neither a specific
brain disease nor brain damage is necessarily implied,
Rutter does suggest that the brain's functioning is
disturbed at a fundamental level and that this impairment
may underlie many of the features of autism.
4
UndeMying cognitive deficits.
,t is now widely
accepted that chiidren with autism have a specific and
severe cognitive deficit (Rutter, 1978b). The job for
researchers in autism, according to Rutter, „ to deter-
mine the nature and boundaries of this deficit.
One question raised by some writers (e.g., Rutter,
1983) is whether or not autism is associated with a
general cognitive deficit (i.e., mental retardation).
Many authors have tried to isolate specific cognitive
deficits (see Schwartz, 1981, for a review of recent
work). Deficits in coding, memory, generalization, and
linguistic and pr e I I ngu i st I c skills have been tentatively
identified. other researchers posit that there may be a
strong association between a general cognitive deficit
and the syndrome of autism (Rutter, 1983). Specifically,
Rutter reports that the consequences of autism for a
child's long term progress are more serious for children
with lower IQs, and that "of all the clinical features,
the autistic chi Id's IQ level I s the most power fu I pre-
dictor of psychosocial outcome." (p. 520)
However, Rutter discusses three findings that may
demonstrate that a general cognitive deficit alone, such
as that found In people with mental retardation, cannot
account for the development of all of the characteristics
of autism. First, one-fifth of children with autism have
normal non-verbal IQs, which differ greatly from their
verba,
,
Qs
.
The presence of some norma, cognitive func-
tioning is a strong argument against a position that the
cognitive deficit underlies the characteristics of
autism. second, the risk of autism varies with specific
medical conditions (e.g., it rarely co-occurs with Down
syndrome). This may Indicate that there Is something
very specific about the nature of the cognitive impair-
ment associated with autism. Third, children with autism
perform much more unevenly on IQ tests than do typical or
mental ly retarded chl Idren. Chi Idren with autism exhibit
specific deficits In the areas of verbal sequencing and
abstract i on
.
Language and autism. Several authors (e.g., Tager-
Flusberg, i 98 5a) emphasize the primary importance of the
language deficit as a diagnostic criterion for autism and
as an important area for current and future investi-
gations. Emphasizing the difference between autism and
mental retardation, Fay and Schuler (1980) state
...the rubric retardation is inadequate and off
target. Whatever Its basis, there is something
decidedly language-specific in addition to
(causing? resulting from?) the cognitive,
emotional, and social shortfalls characteristic
of the condition, (p. 5, emphasis theirs)
Tager-F I usberg (1985b) also considers it important
for researchers in the field of autism to understand the
development of ianguage in typi Ca , ohi, d ren. This under-
standing wil, help researchers to examine the strengths
and deficiencies of the deveiopment of language in
children with autism through comparative studies. This
is important to achieving an understanding of the nature
of the cognitive deficits associated with autism and to
designing appropriate treatment programs.
A final important point made by several authors
(e.g., Fay & Schuler, 1980) Is that the language problems
of children with autism cannot be accounted for solely by
lack of motivation. Theirs is not just a case of little
speech, but rather of abnormal language The language of
chi Idren with autism may be characterized by I imited
symbolic capacity; failure to develop the use of abstract
terms, concepts, and reasoning; and non-logical use of
concepts (Rltvo& Freeman, 1977). Finally, Rutter (1983)
states that children with autism have a cognitive problem
beyond the failure to use speech, and appear to make
little use of meaning In memory and thought processes.
Schwartz (1981), in a review of studies of the
language deficit in autism, concludes that autism
involves a linguistic coding deficit. Schwartz cites
uneven use of meaning to aid recall by children with
autism as support for this position. Although he was
unable to determine whether this deficit represented a
failure to code linguistic input or an inability to use
coded information, Schwartz's review focuses research
interests on specific aspects of language.
Several authors have analyzed the speech of children
with autism by iooking at the development of different
aspects of speech: phonology, syntax, semantics, and
Pragmatics. The development of phono. ogy and syntax in
the speech of chiidren with autism appears to be norma,
wtien groups are controlled for deve
. opmenta
. de
. ay
(Tager-Fiusberg, 1981). In addition, chi.dren w.th
autism appear to have good articulation (Fay & Schu.er,
1980). in the area of semantics, children with autism
seem to have difficulty us.ng abstract concepts to solve
prob.ems, seem to have little meaning attached to echoed
Phrases, and may fail to recognize word and syllable
boundaries (Fay & Schu.er, 1980). The.r deficits In the
area of pragmatics center on the speaker /hearer roles in
dialogue and the discrimination between old and new
Information ( Tager-F I usberg
, 1981). Tager-F
I usber
g
concludes that the linguistic problems of children with
autism do not represent a global language deficit, but a
more specific problem of semantics and pragmatics.
Whether the language deficit is the primary one, an
indicator of severe cognitive deficits, or just one piece
of a complex disorder, clearly there is much to be gained
by investigating the nature and degree of the language
and cognitive deficits of children with autism. In
8
addition, the importance of using typical children as
controls cannot be minimized. B y understanding the
development of concrete and abstract concepts in typical
children, and the ways In which children with autism are
similar to and different from typical children with
regard to this type of development, we w I I I be better
able to understand the syndrome of autism.
Categor i zat I on
The world we come into contact with every day is
full of objects. These objects share some attributes
with each other, and may also possess some unique
attributes. in order for us to make sense of the vast
array of stimul i we routinely encounter, we must be able
to cut the world up into meaningful pieces (Rosch,
1975). The ability to categorize enables people to make
use of the wide variety of information available from
their environment. To categorize is "to render d I s-
crimlnably different things equivalent, to group the
objects and events and people around us into classes, and
to respond to them in terms of their class membership
rather than their uniqueness." (Bruner, Goodnow, &
Austin, 1956/1965, p. 1).
There have been several theories about how the cate-
gories of adults are formed and how children's categories
develop. Traditionally, psychologists (e.g., Bourne,
1968) argued that categories were defined by crlterlal
9
attributes.
,„ this theory, there are certain attributes
that a.i members of the category have and nonmembers do
not have, boundaries of categories are cleariy delin-
eated, and a,, objects In the category are fui, and
members (Mervis, 1980). Traditional theory accounted for
laboratory data but could not account for much of the
data from ecologicai studies. Spec I f I ca i
. y , boundaries
of natural categories can vary between people, and within
the same person over time. For many categories it may
not be possible to deveiop a list of criteria! attributes
shared by all members (e.g., Wittgenstein [1953] has
argued that it is impossible, to develop a list of cri-
teria that define the category GAME). Finally, people do
not respond to a I I category members in the same manner
(e.g., we tend to think of a German shepherd as a better
example of the category DOG than a dachshund) (Mervis,
1980)
.
In response to the shortcomings of traditional
theory, some researchers have developed alternative
theories. Rosch and Mervis have done the most extensive
work In this area (see for example, Rosch, 1975; Mervis,
1980). Their theory is the "best example" theory. in
this theory, objects or events in categories are related
through a "family resemblance" (Wittgenstein, 1953).
Although there may be attributes that most members have
(and most non-members do not have), there may also be
10
some attributes only possessed by a few members. it also
IS possible that there Is no one category-differentiating
attribute shared by all members of the category. The
best examp.es of a partiou.ar category are the ones that
have the most attributes shared by other category members
and the fewest attributes of members of other related
categor i es
.
Psychologists generally study three levels at which
an object can be categorized: subordinate, basic, and
superordlnate (Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-
Braem, 1976). For example, TRUCK is a basic level cate-
gory, PICKUP, DUMP TRUCK, and TRACTOR TRAILER are all be
subordinate categories, and VEHICLE is a superordlnate
category. The basic level is the most fundamental
level. At the basic level, similarity between members is
maximized, while similarity with other categories is
minimized, allowing the perceiver to infer as much infor-
mation as possible with as little effort as possible.
The subordinate level is more specific, and several
subordinate categories may be included in one basic
category. The superor d i nate level categories are formed
by combining basic level categories based on attributes
that members of some of the basic level categories
share
.
Several authors have stressed the Importance of the
basic level in development. Rosch, et al. (1976) demon-
1 1
strated that 3-year-olds were better at sorting at the
basic level than at the superord
i nate level. Daehler,
Lonardo, and Bukatko (1979) showed that 2-year-o,ds were
better at matching at the basic
. eve i than at the super-
ordinate
I eve
i
.
Mervis and Crisafi ( 1982) considered the
order of acquisition of the three i eve I s of categories.
In an experiment in which they asked children to group
nonsense pictures into categories, they found that 2-1/2
year-olds performed better than chance only at the basic
level, 4-year-olds at the basic and superord I nate levels,
and 5-1/2 year-olds at all three levels.
An additional issue to be considered in the dis-
cussion of best-example theory is the importance of
typicality in the formation of a category. Children will
be more likely to learn and appropriately generalize a
category if the Initial exemplar is a typical rather than
an atypical one (Mervis, 1980). Finally, adults and
children are more likely to agree on category assignments
when objects are more typical members of the category
(Mervis, Catlin, & Rosch, 1975).
The ability to divide the vast array of stimuli In
the world into meaningful pieces is an important skill
for all people. Categorization allows us to generalize
behavior across a wide variety of stimuli. Perhaps most
importantly for children learning to communicate with
other people, categorization allows us to use and under-
12
ystand one word to refer to a collection of perceptua
and/or conceptually similar objects. m addition, the
ability to group objects Into categories may be related
to important cognitive and linguistic developments
(Gopnik & Me.tzoff, ,987). An Inability to form concep-
tual categories would be a significant handicap In
language development. If children with autism have
difficulty forming categories, or If the way in which
they form categories Is different from that of typical
children and adults, this might partly account for the
difficulty that they have with generalizing referents for
and behavior toward objects.
Categori zation bv Children with Autism
Children and adults with autism often are described
as being poor at generalizing concepts that they have
learned (Fay & Schuler, 1980). One explanation for this
might be a problem with categorizing objects. if
children (or adults) fall to see the similarities among
objects, they would have great difficulty generalizing
their behavior from one object to others (e.g., even if a
child knows that a kitchen chair is for sitting, the
child might not know that he or she can also sit on a
desk chair). Despite the expectation that children with
autism might have difficulty with categorization, this
has been an area of very little research.
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Tager-Flusberg (1985a, 1985b, 1 98 5C) 1 986) has
conducted the only research specifically addressing the
categorization skills of children with autism, and the
only work concerning the conceptual development of
children with autism. Responding to a theory that autism
involves a basic cognitive deficit that would be ex-
pressed in a decreased ability to form concepts (Fay &
Schuler, 1980), Tager-Flusberg (i 98 5a) re-examined the
hypothesis that autism involves a deficit in the ability
to form categories in a series of three experiments. The
subjects in the first two studies were children with
autism (mean age 10.5 years), mentally retarded children
(mean age 11.6 years), and typical children (mean age 4.7
years). The stimuli used in the first study were line
drawings of members of the basic level categories CAR,
CHAIR, and DOG, representing a range of prototyp i ca I i ty
in the category. The task was a two choice match-to-
sample. In the training phase, the children were trained
to match similar shapes to a target, and were told to
"point to the choice most like [the target]" (p. 456).
During the testing phase, the children were shown a
target drawing and two other drawings from which to
choose, and were given the same instruction. Tager-
Flusberg reports no differences between her three groups
on this task. She hypothesized that the high performance
by the children with autism on the basic level categories
14
could be accounted for by the fact that these concepts
can be formed on the basis of perceptual similarity,
without the necessity of using an abstract rule such as
function, location, or motion to form the category. For
example, the better examples of the category DOG could be
identified by a general physical simi.arity between the
members (e.g. horizontal torso, four legs, general face
shape)
.
The second study involved the same procedure using
members of the biological superord i nate categories
VEGETABLE, FRUIT, and ANIMAL, and the artifactual super-
ord i nate categories CLOTHING, FURNITURE, and VEHICLE.
While basic level categories can be formed using primar-
ily perceptual similarity between members, superord i nate
categories cannot. Their formation requires abstraction,
for example the use of knowledge relating to the function
of category members. For example, the basis for the
formation of the category VEHICLE might be "transports
people or objects." In this second study, Tager-F I usber
g
reported no evidence that at age 10 years, children with
autism are specially deficient in forming concepts, even
at the abstract level of superord i nate categories. The
mean number of correct responses in each of the three
biological categories was not significantly different for
the children with autism than for the typical or mentally
retarded children. For the artifactual categories, the
15
menta.ly retarded children performed significantly less
we,, than either the autistic or the typical children,
and the children with autism did not perform signifi-
cantly d.fferently than the typical children.
| n
addition, Tager-Flusberg was able to look at children's
pattern of errors. For all three groups of children,
VEGETABLE and FURNITURE were the most difficult cate-
gories. She also reported that for the artifactual
categories, there was a significant effect of proto-
typical ity. Central members of categories were less
likely to cause errors than peripheral members. Once
again, Tager-F
I usber g did not find any differences
between groups in the pattern of errors.
The third study reported in this paper investigated
the hypothesis that ch i Idren with autism might have
difficulty understanding category membership when the
information is presented to them orally. Children with
autism (mean age 11.1 years) participated in this study.
In this experiment, the task was again a two-choice
match-to-sample, using puppets to present the three words
orally. A "teacher" puppet, held by one experimenter,
presented the target word, and then two "student"
puppets, held by the other experimenter, presented the
words from which to choose. This task was more difficult
for the children with autism than the picture task. Of
10 children, only 7 completed training. For the children
16
srom
who were able to complete training, performance on thi
task was relatively high (mean number correct ranged f
7-9 to 9.0 out of 10). However, 4 children did not reach
a criterion of 8 correct out of 10 on several of the
categories (2 failed on VEGETABLE, 2 on FURNITURE, and 1
each on FRUIT and CLOTHING). This study was a prelimi-
nary one, and no comparison groups were tested, but
Tager-Flusberg concluded that h I gh- f unct i on I ng , older
children with autism understood the superord
I nate
relations among the words.
In a related project, Tager-Flusberg (1985b) tested
the ability of children with autism to understand
referents for objects that were members of basic and
superordlnate level categories. Once again, three groups
of children participated: children with autism (mean age
10.5 years), mentally retarded children (mean age 11.6
years), and typical children (mean age 4.7 years). As in
the previous studies, these groups were matched on verbal
mental age on the PPVT-R (Dunn & Dunn, 1981). The
stimuli for this experiment were pictures from the cate-
gories BIRD, BOAT, FOOD, and TOOL. The task was a yes/no
question of the form "Is this a ?", using the
category names. Tager-Flusberg reported no effect of
group or category level. As would be predicted by best-
example theory, all children did better with central
rather than peripheral examples of the categories. There
17
was a strong similarity in response patterns between
groups, lending support to Tager-F
I usberg
' s hypothesis
that autism does not involve a special deficit in the
development of words. In a second experiment, Tager-
Flusberg asked the children to choose from an array of
pictures those that belonged to the named category.
Pictures representing objects from the categories HOUSE,
FISH, MUSICAL INSTRUMENT, and KITCHEN UTENSIL were used.
Once again, all three groups had a similar pattern of
responding. When compared to children matched for verbal
mental age, children with autism did not appear to differ
in the representation and organization of semantic
know I edge
.
Tager-F I usberg (1985a) drew several general con-
clusions from these studies. First, all three groups of
children did better with the basic level categories than
the superord i nate level categories. Second, children with
autism are no different from typical and mentally retarded
children in their ability to form categories. Third,
verbal mental age was the best predictor of performance
on the task, since her subjects were matched on the
PPVT-R
.
The first conclusion is not especially surprising since
this pattern of performance would be predicted by previous
research (Mervis, 1980; Rosch , et al., 1976). This finding
is important and interesting, however, since it strengthens
1 8
the position (Rosch, et a.., 1 976) that tne princ(p|es Qf
categorization are universal. Rosoh, et al. (1 9 76) have
theorized that the basic
, eve I shou.d be the most usefui,
the first learned, and the most necessary level of cate-
gorization in the language. The finding that children
with autism, if they can form concepts at all, are more
likely to form them at the basic level, lends strong support
to this theoretical position. it is also interesting to
consider the importance of physical similarity of objects
that are members of basic level categories. As discussed
previously in this chapter, the formation of basic level
categories may be easier primarily because their formation
depends more on physical attributes than on abstraction
of f unct i on
.
The second and third conclusions are more interesting,
possibly providing us with some important information about
the conceptual and linguistic development of children with
autism. However, there are several design and stimulus
flaws that call these studies into question. First, It is
not clear how the three groups in the study were matched.
Although she reported that the mean scores on the PPVT-R
(form L) were not significantly different, Tager-F I usber
g
did not indicate whether the children were individually
matched or if only the group means were matched. Matching
children by group means does not allow the experimenter to
look at individual children's performance or to analyze
1 9
systematically the importance of the matching criteria,
individually matching children would allow a better
understanding of the nature of the performance of the
children with autism. Additionally, and perhaps more
importantly, Tager-F
I usberg had only two control groups
matched on one parameter (receptive verbal ability).
Second, the task in Tager-F
I usberg s first set of
studies was not a sorting task, but a two choice matching
task. The match-to-sample task was a forced choice in
which the children were being asked to choose the picture
that was "most like" the target picture. For example, in
Tager-Flusberg's study the child might have been asked
which was more like a chair: a table or a dog. The
child's choice in that situation would not tell us as
much about the category FURNITURE as it would about his
or her ab
i
I i ty to make a relative choice in a situation
where he or she does not have the option to not respond
(e.g., to say that neither the table nor the dog is "like"
the chair). This paradigm might give us some information
about the child's ability to use perceptual or conceptual
information to match pictures. However, it does not give
us information about the range and boundaries of the
child's category. The yes/no paradigm of the second set
of exper iments a I lows the child a little more flexibility
in responding. The child does not have to make relative
Judgments, but rather can Judge each stimulus on its own
20
merit. However, this paradigm, requiring a verba, response,
is dependent on the child's linguistic development.
Since severe language delays and abnormalities of language
development are considered an important component of
autism, a task which does not require a verbal response
would be preferable. In this way, the experimenter can
be more certain that the child's response is representative
of his or her category and is not limited by his or her
verbal ability. Reliance on a verbal response also
constrains subject selection, since many children with
autism may be unable to complete the task.
Despite this potential bias against the children with
autism, Tager-Flusberg did not find significant differences
between the groups of children on the categorization
task. For the children with autism that she used, the
emphasis on a verbal response did not impact on their
ability to categorize relative to the typical children.
However, Tager-Flusberg had to eliminate three subjects
because they could not complete the training. The concern
about the use of a verbal response is an even greater one
for experiments with younger children. For these children
verbal ability may be more limited, and assessment of
their performance on a task may be confounded by their
difficulty In making a verbal response.
Third, the stimuli that Tager-Flusberg used may not
have been good ones for assessing the categorization
2 1
abilities of children with autism. am of her stimuli
were drawings of the Intended objects. Children with
autism have difficulty generalizing Information (see Fay
& Schuler, 1980 for a discussion of this). ,t should be
even more difficult for them to generalize behavior from
three dimensions to two (e.g., recognizing the drawings as
representations of real objects). In addition, the
drawings used were black-and-white line drawings. These
require the subject to make even more Inferences than
color drawings or photographs would. Not only would
Pictures be difficult for the children with autism to
Interpret, but Tager-F I usberg
' s adult ratings also seem to
Indicate that many of her drawings were not realistic.
In the second set of experiments, for example, 33% of the
adults said a nest was a member of the category BIRD; 40%
said that an anchor was a member of the category BOAT;
and 33% said that a plant was a member of the category
FOOD. Despite these high rates of Inclusion In the
target category, however, all of these objects were
counted as dlstractors (not category members) for the
analysis of the children's performance. These high rates
of Inclusion for dlstractors raise two Important concerns
which call Into question the validity of Tager-F I usberg ' s
findings. It Is possible that the drawings themselves
were not realistic (e.g., the drawing of the anchor
looked like a boat). It also Is possible that the adults
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who rated the stimuli did not understand the task and
included as members objects that are conceptually related
to the target category. Either poss i b I
, , ty weakens
Tager-F. usberg's conclusions. if so many adults considered
these pictures to be members of the target categories,
the pictures should not have been included as distractors
in the subsequent study. In addition, Tager-F
I usber g drew
conclusions about the nature of the children's over-
extensions of the category boundaries. A response Is
counted as an overextension if the child Includes an
object that adults would not Include. if some of these
overextensions involved these pictures that had been
confusing to the adults, then we cannot draw any conclusions
about overextensions by the children. The lack of differ-
ences between the groups of children is difficult to
Interpret due to the potential confusion about the stimuli.
Finally, Tager-F I usberg
' s conclusion that verbal mental
age (determined by scores on the PPVT-R) is the best
predictor of performance on her task Is weak. since she
did not have the groups matched on any other dimension,
we have little information about what Is contributing to
correspondence between the groups.
Tager-F I usberg has provided developmental psychology
with Important Information. Despite the problems outlined
In this section, this work is Important because It has
raised compelling questions about the cognitive skills of
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children with autism. By delineating an area upon which
language development is thought to build, and in which
children with autism might be as capable as their typical
peers, Tager-F I usber g has raised some interesting questions
for future research. The current study was designed to
address some of these questions.
The Current Study
Tager-F I usberg has shown that children with autism
perform as well as typical children matched to them on
receptive vocabulary on a task requiring them to match
objects that are perceptually or conceptually related.
However, several important questions remain. For example,
how will children with autism perform when they are free
to include or exclude any stimulus item, in a true cate-
gorization task? How will children with autism perform
relative to children matched to them by chronological age
or to children matched to them by non-verbal skills? And
finally, how will the performance of the children with
autism compare to that of children close to them in age,
and close to the age when these categories typically are
acquired? The current study has been designed to address
these i ssues
.
A few changes were made in Tager-F I usber g ' s procedure
to al low for more specific analysis of the performance of
the children with autism on this task In terms of their
cognitive development. The children In Tager-F I usberg '
s
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study were elementary school aged (mea n age of the children
with autism was 10 years 5 months).
, n the present
study, preschool aged children participated,
the likelihood that the children in the experiment had
been previously trained in school to categorize objects.
This is important since learning object labels and grouping
objects together are commonly emphasized in early elementary
school curricula. Most importantly, this study enabled
an examination of the categorization skills of children
with autism who are close in age to the age that children
typically acquire basic and superor d i nate- I eve I categories.
Critical to the type of analysis necessary is the fact
that three control groups were used: children individually
matched to the children with autism by chronological age,
children individually matched to the children with autism
by non-verbal ability, and children I nd i v i dua I I y matched
to the children with autism by receptive vocabulary
level. As I will discuss in more detail below, the three
matched groups allow the responses of the children with
autism to be analyzed more carefully. This analysis will
provide useful information about the nature of the cognitive
and linguistic deficits of children with autism.
Both the nature and the presentation of the stimulus
materials also differed from those used by Tager-F I usberg
(1985a, 1985b). The stimuli were three-dimensional objects
(either actual size or scale representations). The
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children's treatment of these objects was expected to be
more representative of their treatment of objects in the
real world than wou
. d be their behavior toward black and
white drawings. In addition, the stimuli were presented
to the children in a basic categorization paradigm,
rather than a match-to-sample presentation. Instead of
making a comparative judgement between two drawings, the
children were free to include or exclude any object. The
categorization task ("put all the here") used In the
present study allowed the children to respond more freely.
Their responses to this instruction were expected to be
more representative of their actual concepts of the
target categories than their responses in the forced
choice or yes/no paradigms.
Pred I ct i ons
This section will present the predictions divided
into two major areas. The first will discuss predictions
regarding the number of sorting errors that the children
with autism were expected to make in relation to their
typical peers, both in general and specific to category
level and type of error (inclusion and exclusion). The
second section will discuss predictions regarding the
effect of the typicality of the members of the categories
and the similarity of the nonmembers to category members.
Comparisons with typical children . The children with
autism were expected to perform less well in general than
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the chMdren matched to them by chrono
, og , oa . age, and
the Children matched to them or, the v i sua I
-ana I y 1 1 c
subscale of the Stanford-B i net (SB). Specifically, the
children with autism were expected to make more sorting
errors (Inclusion of re.ated dlstractors or exclusion of
category members) than these two groups of children. The
children with autism were expected to make the same
number of errors as the children matched to them on
verbal mental age.
In addition to these genera, trends, It was predicted
that there would be an interaction between level of
category and child type. All children were expected to
make fewer errors at the Basic level than at the Super-
ordinate level. Previous research has suggested that
chl Idren with autism are able to match objects at the
basic level ( Tager-F I usber g , 1985a) and that the basic
level is the first level of categorization to develop
(Mervis, 1983). While the best example theory does not
predict an age for the development of superor d I nate
categorization, it does predict that categorization at
this level will develop later than categorization at the
basic level (Mervis, 1980). In addition, Mervis (1980)
would predict that young children will sort objects at
the superord I nate level only If the stimuli are good
examples of the category and If the Instructions to the
child are clear. Therefore, it was expected that all of
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the ch., dre n wou, d make .ore errors at the
'eve.. Final, y,
to make more errors than the typical children at the
superordinate
, eve I
.
Since chi Idren with autism are more
dependent on v
I
sua
,
cues, the
.eve, of abstraction required
for formation of superord i nate categories was expected to
be particularly difficult for them.
Since the chronological age matched children were
expected to be of higher mental age than the children
with autism, any differences between the groups, showing
the children with autism to be less skilled at sorting
objects, could be due to a general cognitive delay.
While providing interesting information about the ability
of the children with autism to perform a categorization
task, and lending support to the validity of the task to
detect differences between the children with autism and
their chronological age matches, a difference between
these two groups would not provide specific support to a
theory of a delay specific to children with autism.
Since children with autism usually have better
non-verbal skills than verbal skills, the typical children
matched on non-verbal skills ( Stan for d-B i net matches)
were expected to have higher verbal skills than the
children with autism. Since categorization has been
described as an important linguistic and pr e I i ngu I st I c
skill, the children with higher verbal abilities were
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expected to perform better on the ~ *categorization task.
The difference between the two groups shouid be more
Pronounced for the superord
i nate
, eve
, categories, since
they require more linguistic ab,
I
|
t y. This predicted
performance would lend support to the theory that the
severe delays observed in children with autism are due to
a deficit in pr e I i ngu i st i c and linguistic development.
This conclusion would be strengthened further If | t is
accompanied by similar performance between the children
with autism and the typical children matched to them on
verbal mental age.
A similarity between the children with autism and
their verbal age (PPVT) matches would suggest that there
is an underlying cognitive deficit that causes children
with autism to have language delays, but would not support
the theory that there is a specific delay associated with
autism. if they performed less well than the PPVT matches,
this could Imply either a cognitive deficit that is not
related to their general language delay or an underlying
language deficit that Is not picked up by the PPVT.
Finally, if the children with autism performed less well
than both their verbal and non-verbal mental age matches,
this would suggest a cognitive deficit that underlies the
verbal and nonverbal processes upon which the categorization
task depends.
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Typical I ty and slml lar lty All rhMn™
. L- am children were expected
to be less likely to Include objects that are less good
examples of the category. This positive correlation
between typicality and correct responding was expected to
hold for all four groups of children. This relationship
was predicted because, In general, better examples of
categories are learned first (Mervls, 1980). Children
with autism were expected to show this effect more than
typical children, because the children with autism were
expected to have narrow definitions of object labels and
to rely on perceptual Information. This was expected to
be especially true for basic level categories, the level
at which general physical similarity among the objects Is
the most helpful for the formation of the category.
This Influence of typicality on children's Inclusion
of objects as members of the category raises an Interesting
question about objects that are not members of the target
category, but bear a strong physical resemblance to the
members of the category. It was expected, therefore,
that children would make more errors of inclusion on the
dlstractors that were more similar to the members of the
category. This effect of physical similarity would be
expected more at the basic level, where related categories
share physical attributes.
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CHAPTER 2
METHOD
Sub Jects
The subjects were from two populations: children
with autism and typical (non-handicapped) children. AM
children had English as their native language. There
were six children in each of four groups: children with
autism, typical children individually matched to the
ch.idren with autism by chrono
. og i ca I age, typical children
individually matched to the children with autism by
mental age on a non-verbal measure, and typical children
individually matched to the children with autism by
receptive language ability. All of the children who
participated In the study were boys. Table 1 contains
the ages and standard age scores for all of the children
included in the final sample.
Chi Idren with autism. Autism was diagnosed according
to a checklist completed prior to testing, using information
from the children's files, parental interviews, and
observation of the child. The checklist was derived by
combining criteria described by several sources (Rutter,
1978; Wing, 1981; R i tvo & Freeman, 1977; Schop I er
,
Reichler,
DeVellis, & Daly, 1980). See Appendix 1 for a copy of
the checklist. All of the children Included in the
study also had either an independent diagnosis of autism
or a psychological evaluation that described behavior
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Patterns consistent with autism. The children with
autism ranged in age from 3 years 9 months to 5 years 3
months. mitl.l recruitment of the children with aut I
was from the Wa
I
den Learning Center, an integrated educa-
ticnai program for pr eschoo i
-aged children located at the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Additiona. subjects
were recruited from local referral agencies and two other
preschool programs for children with autism in the region.
The number of children in each group was dependent on
the number of children with autism recruited and success-
fully run in the experiment. Eighteen children with
autism were identified as potential subjects. Since
autism is much more prevalent in boys than in girls
(Ritvo & Freeman, 1977), it was difficult to find girls
with autism. Although two girls with autism were located,
one girl's parents did not give permission for her to
participate. To avoid variability due to possible gender
differences, the other girl was not Included in the final
sample. Of the remaining 16 children, the parents of 3
refused permission for their children to participate.
Three other parents did not respond at all to the request
to participate in the study. Four children whose parents
gave permission for them to participate were not able to
complete the training procedure, and were not included in
the study. All four of these children had been judged by
teachers to have lower receptive and expressive language
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ablllt.es than the children Included In the study. The
remaining six children with autism were successful run
I n the exper iment
.
Typical children. Typical chiidren were recruited
frcm the developmental psychology subject pool. There
were three groups of typicai children. The first group
was individually matched to the children with autism by
nonverbal mental age and ranged in age from 2 years 7
months to 3 years 3 months. The matching was based on
Standard Age Scores ( SAS ) in the V i sua I / Ana I y t i c area of
the revised Stan for d-B i net intelligence Scale (Thorndike,
Hagen, & Sattler, 1986a). Two tests in this area are
included for children 2 to 5 years old: Copying and
Pattern Analysis. The SAS was computed and converted to
Mental Age (MA) as described In Thorndike, Hagen, &
Sattler (1986b). Each typical child was matched with one
child with autism. Differences in MA between the two
children in a pair did not exceed 2 months.
The second group of typical children was individually
matched to the children with autism by chronological
age. A typical child was matched to each child with
autism on the basis of chronological age at the time of
testing. Each typical child's age was within one month
of the child with autism to whom he was matched. Typical
children whose test scores deviated from the published
mean by more than one standard deviation were not Included
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yin the f.na. sample, as their behavior could not be
considered typical of their age group.
The final group of typical chl.dren was Individual,
matched to the children with autism on the basis of
receptive language ability. These children ranged m age
from 2 years 3 months to 3 years 3 months. Each typical
Child was matched to one child with autism on the basis
of his score on the PPVT-R (Form L) (Dunn & Dunn, 1881),
The typlca. Child', score on this test was within two
months of the autistic child's score.
Sixteen typical children who participated In the
study were not Included In the final sample. These were
children whose sorting was random as defined below (6),
who sorted some categories but failed to sort others (2),
who did not finish the task (5), and whose test scores
did not match any of the children with autism (3).
St Imu I I
Two sets of stimuli were used: a set of training
stimuli designed to teach the children the sorting task
and a set of testing stimuli.
Tra I n I ng st Imu I I . The training stimuli consisted of
six sets of objects: blocks, rings, plates, horses,
flowers, and cups. These objects were not related to the
testing stimuli. Objects that were members of the training
categories varied In color and size. Each set also
included three dlstractors (objects that were not members
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of the category). For the tra
, n|ng^ ^ ^
category were very simiiar to each Qther ^ nonmembers
were very dissimilar from the members.
TeStln9 St ' mUM
- The
° b J-ts included in the testing
Phase were chosen from three basic
I eve
, categories and
three superor d i nate categories. Each object was from a
different subordinate category. The basic
, eve I categories
chosen were not members of any of the superord
i nate
categories used. Objects varied in prototypical ity. The
final group of objects was chosen to represent a range of
Prototypical ity, based on typicality ratings provided by
adults. In order for an object to be included in the
study, it must have been considered a member by at least
80% of the adu I ts
.
To obtain these typicality ratings, 20 undergraduate
students at the University of Massachusetts were shown
groups of 15-20 objects. Some of the objects were members
of the target category (e.g., a soccer ball Is a member
of the category BALL), some were clearly not members
(e.g. a book is not a member of the category BALL), and
some were objects for which the distinction was less clear
(e.g. a spherical bank is very similar to a ball). The
students were shown the objects in the group one at a
time. They were asked to Judge if each object was a
member of the category, and then were asked to rate the
typicality of the objects that they considered to be
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members of the category on a soa
, e of , ( good examp|e Qf
the category) to 7 (poor example). Before they were shown
any objects, the following Instructions were given.
I will be showing you objects one at a timpeach object I will ask you to JCS0S I ? Ti Ts amember of a specific category. Some of heobjects will be clearly a member of the cateaorvand some c
I
ear I y w . I I be not a membe others
"
'
will be a little more difficult for you to
usrt.i!""
6
:
3
"
M9ht
° r Wron 9 ™r youJ t tell me If you think the object belongs ?nthe category. After you have seen all of theobjects In a category, | will ask you to rate
tyo c^^fth^' r Sa ' d WaS 3 m^ber ?o^Sowp al of the category it is. When
I saytypical, l mean that when I say the word aparticular image comes to mind. This imaae
represents the most typical member of thecategory. For example,
I f I say DOG, youprobably picture something like a German
shepherd or a Golden retriever. But a Dachshundis also a dog, its Just not a very typical
example of the category. This doesn't meanthat I like it less or consider it less of adog than a retriever, it Just means that It's notas typical of the category. When you makeJudgments of typicality,
I want you to use thisscale (the subject was shown the scale on apiece of paper). On this scale 1 means thatthe object Is a good example of the category
and 7 means that the object is a poor example
of the category. Please use the whole scale In
making your Judgments.
In addition to the criterion that objects must have been
chosen as members by at least 80% of the adults, objects
were chosen with as wide a range of typicality ratings as
possible, given the available objects. Based on the
ratings of these adults, six objects were chosen to be
included In the study as members of the category.
In addition to these six objects, six dlstractors
were presented for each category. These distractors also
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were presented to the adu
. t raters as part of the
group of objeots. The d.straotors were si.Mar to the
target objects in genera, size, but were not members of
the category. For the basic i eve , categories, three of
the distractors were chosen from the same
category (e.g., car, van, jet as distractors for the
category TRUCK). For the superord i nate I eve
. categories,
three of the distractors were objects that were functionaMy
or perceptually related to the target category (e.g. hair-
brush, button, suitcase as distractors for the category
CLOTHES). in order for an object to be included as a
distractor, it must have been included as a member of the
category by no more than 20% of the adults.
A different group of 20 adults were asked to rate
these "related distractors" for their similarity to the
members of the category. These adults were given the
following Instructions.
I'm going to show you groups of four objects.
For each group of objects I will give you a
category label. I want you to tell me how similarthe objects that I show you are to the members
of the category that I name. I know that these
objects are not members of the category.
I just
want you to tell me how similar they are to the
members of the category. For example, I might
say that the category is DOG, and then show you
a wolf, a cat, and a bird. You might think that
the wolf is pretty similar to a dog, the cat a
little less similar, and the bird pretty dis-
similar. When you make these similarity ratings
I want you to use this scale (subjects were
shown the scale on a piece of paper). On this
scale a 1 means that the object is very similar
to the members of the category and a 7 means
that the object Is very dissimilar to the
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Pl"« use the who.escai i aking your ratings.
The three remaining distractors for each category
were objects that were conceptually unrelated to the
category (e.g.,
. crayon used as a distractor for the
category CLOTHES). These were Included In order to
assess whether or not the child understood the sorting
task. Since they clearly do not belong in the category,
a chi id who incudes them has most iikely misunderstood
the sorting task, has a response bias, or Is not paying
at tent I on
.
A list of the six categories and the chosen members
and distractors Is provided In Table 2. in order to get
one rating, goodness-of
-examp I e (GOE), that combined
Information about typicality as well as information about
the percentage of adults who excluded a particular object
from the category, an 8 was assigned to each judgement by
an adult that an object was not a member of the category.
The GOE rating for each object was then calculated by
averaging the adults' ratings. The percent of adult
subjects who Included the object In the target category
and each object's GOE rating are Included In this table.
Table 3 contains the similarity ratings for the related
distractors In each category.
Procedure
All children were tested Individually. The experiment
was conducted in two phases. In both phases, the child
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was seated at a table opposite the experimenter. The
experimenter placed 12 objects In the middle of the
table, in front of the child. Two plastic baskets were
Placed on the table. Throughout the experiment, one of
the baskets (the one to the right of the experimenter,
was the •target." This was the basket into which category
members were to be put. The second basket was the basket
into which the objects which were not members of the
target category were to be put.
Tralnlng
" DuMng the first P^se- training- children
were taught the categorization task using the training
stimuli. m order to avoid the confusion of verbal
instructions and to prevent unfairly confounding the
categorization task with the receptive language task,
verbal instructions to the chi Id were minimal
. in addition,
the experimenter modeled the task by moving one of the
objects In the target category to the target basket and
one of the distractor objects to the other basket.
During the training phase, the experimenter taught
the children the sorting task using a shaping and fading
procedure. This procedure involved modeling the desired
behavior (moving an object that matches the target item
to the target basket), and saying "This is a block. Put
the other blocks here. Block." In addition, children
were prompted to put objects that were not members of the
target category Into the other basket by modeling the
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desired behavior and saying "Things that are not blocks
go in here." if necessary, the experimenter then physically
guided the child to move a second and a third object to
the correct basket, and gradually faded the physical
prompts until the child was responding Independently.
Correct responses were reinforced with praise and other
social relnforcers on a continuous schedule. Each trial
started when the experimenter moved the first object (the
target) to the target basket and gave the Instruction. a
trial ended when all of the experimental objects were
moved, when a child stopped responding, or when the
child's movements were Judged by the experimenter to be
repetitive, random, or play, and the behavior continued
for more than 30 seconds after the experimenter Intervened.
Random or repetitive movements were defined as any during
which the child was not moving an object directly to the
designated spot. These Included tapping an object,
mouthing an object, banging It on the table, and any
movements that did not Involve any of the experimental
stimuli. Movements were considered play If the child
used an object In a functional or pretend manner (e.g.,
makes a dog bark or a car roll). With all three types of
gestures, the experimenter prompted the child to return
to the sorting task by placing all of the unsorted objects
back on the table, modeling the desired response again,
physically guiding the child If necessary, and repeating
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the instruction "Put the b.ocks here. Biock." Thetria,
was discontinued (by the experimenter removing a .. of the
stimuli) if the behavior continued for more than 30
seconds after the prompt. The training phase continued
with new training stimuii unt
i i the chiidren fo.iowed the
experimenter's mode and instruction with correct sorting
(moving all of the items in the category to the target
basket and a., of the distractors to the other basket)
for two consecutive tria.s, without any further prompting
from the experimenter. Four children with autism were
eliminated from the study because they were not able to
correctly sort any of the six training categories without
extensive physical prompting.
TeStlnq
- The ^sting phase immediately followed the
training phase. In the testing phase, the categorization
task was administered with the target categories. During
the testing phase, the experimenter modeled only the
first category member and distractor object in order to
identify the target category for the child. The first
object in each category was one judged to be a good
example of the category (mean typicality rating of less
than 2.0) by the adult raters. The same objects were
used as models for all of the children in the study. The
verbal instructions were similar to those used in the
training phase. For example, for the category CLOTHES
the child was told "These are clothes. Put the other
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Cotheshere. C.othes." wh i le the experimenter put the
mode, in the target basket.
, n addition, the chiid was
to.d "Things that are not oiothes go here." while the
experimenter put one of the unrelated distraotors in the
d.straotor basket. The same objeot was used as a mode,
for a.l children. A trial ended when the ohiid was finished
sorting (when all the objects had been placed in a basket).
During the testing phase, the experimenter intervened
only if necessary by interrupting the child's movements,
Placing all unsorted objects on the table, gesturing to
the baskets, and repeating the Instructions.
If additional prompts were necessary, the following
Plan was used in order to avoid influencing the child's
responses. if the chiid looked at or asked the experimenter
for help, the experimenter prompted the child with "Where
does that go?" If the child continued to look or ask for
help, the experimenter prompted with "You tell me were
you think that goes." Children who continued to ask for
help were told "There's no right or wrong answer. You
tell me where you think it goes." Parents were Instructed
to follow this procedure if their child asked them for
help. All parents cooperated with this request, and the
training phase of the experiment provided an opportunity
for this prompting procedure to be modeled.
When the trial was over, the experimenter removed the
objects from the table. A new trial started with the
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experimenter placing the next group of objects on the
table and moving the target item to the designated spot,
uring the testing phase, the chiidren were not reinforced
for placement of objects during a trial, as this
have influenced their categorization responses.
Throughout the experiment, children were reinforced
with praise and other soda, reinforcers between trials
for attending and participating. This praise was given
regardless of which objects were placed In which baskets.
Between trials, children were allowed to play with the
experimental stimuli from previous trials. In addition,
brief breaks were given to the children if necessary to
maintain their attention. Typical children completed the
entire experiment
i n 1 or 2 sessions in the same week.
Younger children, whose attention to the task was often
short, usually needed two sessions. Older children
completed the experiment in one session.
The children with autism needed several sessions to
complete the experiment. Children 1, 2, 3, and 6 were
run at the Walden Learning Center on consecutive days
until the experiment was completed. Children 4 and 5
were run at their homes, because of the difficulty for
the mothers of coming to the University for more than two
sessions, and were run once a week for several conse-
cutive weeks. Behavior problems during the initial
sessions, the difficulty the children had with the training
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portion of the experiment, and their snort attention span
contributed to the iength of tin., necessary to complete
the experiment. A session was discontinued (and another
one scheduled) if the child appeared tired, was not
attending to the materials, or exhibited disruptive
behav i or
.
If, after successful training,
. child appeared to be
sorting randomly in the testing phase (e.g., put unreiated
abstractors in the target basket), the foi lowing procedure
was used. The experimenter presented the training stimuli
again and conducted the training procedure until the
child once again met the criterion for mastery. Any
testing categories which had not been presented, as well
as the category that was sorted randomly, were presented
following the second training period, and the child's
data from both attempts were kept for descriptive analysis
later. This procedure was necessary for two children
with autism - subjects 1 and 4. For both children,
sorting that followed the second training phase was not
random. All analyses are reported based on the second
attempt at sorting.
Standardized testing. Following the completion of
the sorting task, all children were given the Visual-
Analytic sub-area of the Stan ford-B i net Intelligence
Scale (Thorndike, et al., 1986a) and the PPVT-R (form L)
(Dunn & Dunn, 1981). Both tests were administered by the
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experimenter within one week of the experiment an d within
one week of each other, if more than one session was
neoessary. Tests were administered and scored as described
according to the standardized procedures. All children
were given both the Stan for d-B I net and the PPVT-R.
However, many of the younger typical children were not
able, due to fatigue and decreased attention, to complete
both tests. As it had been determined that these children
matched a child with autism on the completed test, a
decision was made not to schedule additional sessions.
For these children, only one test score Is reported In
Tab I e 1 .
Sett I ng
All typical children were tested Individually In a
laboratory room in Tob I n Hall. Children with autism were
tested in a separate room at the Walden Learning Center
or in their homes. In all cases the room was free from
distractions. The children were given time to become
familiar with the room and the experimenter before the
training phase began. The children's parents were invited
to remain in the testing room. Parents were instructed
to remain quiet and to refrain from prompting their child
in any way. The training phase of the experiment, In
addition to familiarizing the child with the experimental
procedure, allowed the experimenter some time to remind
the parent, If necessary, about the Importance of remaining
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neutr,, throughout the exper lment. Al , parents comp
,
,
with this Instruction.
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Ch i Idren
Tab
I nc I uded
1
the Final Sample
Ch i I dren
Aut i st i c child 1
CA match
PPVT match
SB match
Aut i st i c Ch i I d 2
CA match
PPVT match
SB match
Aut i st i c Ch i I d 3
CA match
PPVT match
SB match
Aut i st I c Ch I l d 4
CA match
PPVT match
SB match
Aut i st i c Ch I I d 5
CA match
PPVT match
SB match
Aut i st i c Ch i I d 6
CA match
PPVT match
SB match
Chrono I og i ca
age
5y3m
5y3m
3y 1m
2y8m
5y 1m
5y 1m
3y3m
2y7m
4y 1 1m
4y 10m
2y7m
2y 1 Om
3y9m
3y8m
2y3m
3y3m
5y3m
5y2m
2y6m
2y7m
4y8m
4y9m
2y9m
2y9m
Verbal age
(PPVT-R)
3y 1 1m
5y7m
3y1Qm
3y9m
3y3m
7y 1m
3y4m
3yOm
7y 1 1m
3y 1m
2y3m
5y 1 1m
2y5m
3y0m
7y 1m
3y2m
2y9m
6y 1m
3y2m
Mental age
( Stanf ord-
B i net
)
3y2
. 5m
4y 1 Om
3y5m
3y2
. 5m
5y0
. 5m
3y7m
3y1m
3y5m
6y 1m
He
3y3m
3y8m
4y0m
*
3y6.5m
3y2
. 5m
4y7 . 5m
3y2.5m
3y 1m
4y8m
3y5m
3y 1m
N indicates the measure by which each typical child
was matched to the child with autism.
* indicates a missing test score (see text for
exp I anat i on
)
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e , , , , „ Tab I e 2Stimuli Selected for the Study - Bas Level Categories
er
Truck
Members
tractor trai
dump truck
cement truck
f I re eng i ne
flat bed
tow truck
Related Distractors
car-sedan
Jet
van
Unrelated Distractors
bow I
bird sponge
magn i f y i ng g | ass
Spoon
Members
teaspoon
large meta I spoon
large wooden spoon
slotted spoon
measur I ng spoon
spoon w/a f I at front
Related Distractors
rolling pin
spaghetti server
fork
Unrelated Distractors
hor se
f I ower
s
I
i de wh i st I
e
Ba I I
Members
soccer
red rubber ba I I
wh I f f I e ba I I
footba I I
I arge c I oth ba I I
C I oth c I utch ba I I
Related Distractors
cand I
e
p I ast i c egg
round bank
Unrelated Distractors
sa i I boat
book
bear
% of adu I ts GOE
who nc I uded
100
1 . 10
2 . 50
100 2 . 40
100 2 . 80
100 2 . 90
100 3 . 50
0 N/A
0 N/A
15 N/A
N/A N/A
N/A N/A
N/A N/A
100
100
100
90
85
80
0
10
0
N/A
N/A
N/A
100
100
100
95
85
80
10
5
5
N/A
N/A
N/A
00
20
20
25
05
76
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
10
30
80
50
43
68
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Table 3
Stlmul
I
Selected for the StudySuperordlnate Level Categories
C I othes
Member s
pants
shirt (women
' s
)
bathrobe
vest
scar f
cap
Related Dlstractors
su
I tease
ha I r brush
button
Unrelated Dlstractors
crayon
p I nba I I game
silk f l ower
Furniture
Members
couch
coffee table
bed
k I tchen cha I r
cradle
I amp
Related Dlstractors
pa I nt I ng
potted plant
rug
Unrelated Dlstractors
d I nosau r
bat ter
y
S-puzz I
e
Too I s
Member s
hammer
screwdr I ver
hand drill
wrench
pi I er
s
tape rule
Related Dlstractors
comb
ce I I ophane tape
key
Unrelated Dlstractors
cand I e ( #5
)
banana
do I I bott I
e
% of adu I ts GOE
who Included
100
100
100
100
90
90
0
0
N/A
N/A
N/A
100
100
100
100
90
80
10
10
5
N/A
N/A
N/A
100
100
100
100
100
85
20
5
5
N/A
N/A
N/A
10
20
90
70
20
50
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
1 . 10
1 . 30
1 . 60
1 . 90
3 . 50
5 . 90
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
1 .00
1.10
1 . 40
1 . 60
1 . 60
4 . 95
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Table 4
Similarity Ratings of Related Distractors
BAS IC
S lm
I
I ar I ty rat 1 ng s
Truck
Van
Car 1 - 4
Jet 2.7
Spoon 4 - 2
Spaghett i server
Fork 2 - 1
Rol
I
ing pin 2 ' 6
Ball 4 - 4
Spher I ca I bank
Spherical candle ?'?
P I ast I c egg 2 . 6
3 . 1
Superord I nate
C I othes
Button
Suitcase
Hairbrush
Furniture
Painting
Rug
3 0Plant \°
Too
Key
2 9Comb
3 3Ce I I ophane tape
In d I spenser 3 5
50
St
CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
This chapter is divided into three parts. The fir:
Presents an overview of the sorting errors made by all
four groups of children. The second presents the results
of several ANOVAs relating to potential differences
between the children with autism and the three groups of
typical children, and differences between the basic and
superordlnate level categories. The third describes the
analyses of the relationship of typicality of the members
to similarity of the nonmembers on children's errors.
Overall Pattern of Sorting
The dependent measure for this overview and for the
analysis of error type was the proportion of objects
sorted Incorrectly (relative to the Judgments of the
adult raters). Proportions were used because the possible
number of members (5) differed from the possible number
of non-members (3), yielding different numbers of possible
exclusion and Inclusion errors. Therefore, the number of
exclusion errors was converted to the proportion of
members sorted incorrectly, and the number of inclusion
errors was converted to the proportion of non-members
sorted incorrectly.
The proportion of objects sorted incorrectly, separated
by category level, object type (members vs. nonmembers),
and child type is summarized In Table 5. For all four
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9 roups of OhHdr.n. more errors were made at the bas|c
'eve, t han at the superord
I nate l.v.l
. At th, bas|c
'eve,, a,, four groups of ehl.dr.n made more
errors (Including non-members) than exclusion errors
(excluding members). For the CA matched children this
difference Is smaller than It Is for the other three
groups of children. At the superord I nate level differences
between Inclusion errors and exclusion errors are smaller
than at the basic I eve ,
.
The ana.yses of variance described
in the next section addresses the significance of these
patterns
.
Analyses of Errors
Differences between the children with autism and
their typical peers In the number and type of sorting
errors made were analyzed using a three-way within subjects
analysis of variance. Within subject factors were Child
Type, Category Level (basic or superord I nate ) , and Error
Type (exclusion of members or Inclusion of non-members).
Child type was treated as a within subject variable In
order to compare the children with autism Individually to
the children to whom they were matched. since the hypo-
theses were about the children with autism relative to each
child to whom they were matched, and no hypotheses were
made about the three groups of typical children relative
to each other, three separate analyses were performed,
each Involving the children with autism and one of the
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groups of typical children. This v I * I d.n *hy 1 e 1
d
ed three 2 (child)
x 2 (level) x 2 (error type) ANOVAs.
The resu.ts of the ANOVAs for the comparison of the
children with autism to their chronological age (CA)
matches, their Stanford-B.net (SB) matches, and their
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (ppvt) matches are sum-
marized in Tables 6, 7, and 8, respectively.
Two children with autism excluded all of the items
In two categories each. Child 3 excluded all items In
the FURNITURE and SPOON categories, and Chiid 4 excluded
aM items In the FURNITURE and CLOTHES categories. The most
Hke.y reason for these results is that the children did
not understand the label being assigned to the Items.
Therefore, data from these categories for these subjects
and their typical matches were not included in the analyses.
Possible reasons for this type of response are discussed
In the next chapter
.
Comparisons to typic al children
. As hypothesized,
the chl Idren with autism made more errors than their CA
matches. Each child sorted 48 objects (five members and
three related distractors for each of six categories).
On average the children with autism made 12.17 errors
(range 10 - 17), whereas the CA matches made only 5.80
( range 4 - 8 ) .
The number of errors made by the children with autism
was not significantly different from the number of errors
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made by th.,r PPVT etches. On average the PPVT match.,
made 11.0 errors (range 5 - 19). Tnere a
, SQ was no
significant difference In number of sorting errors between
the children w.th autism and their SB matches. The SB
matches made an average of 11.0 errors (range 8
-15).
The results of the ANOVA Indicate that although the
difference between the children with autism and the SB
matches was not significant, there was a trend In the
predicted direction.
Category level and error^^ype, A I I three analyses
yielded a significant main effect of category level, with
children making more errors at the basic level than at
the superordlnate level. Although unexpected, this
pattern seems reasonable In light of the results of the
correlations of typicality and similarity with sorting
errors. These correlations are described In the next
sect I on
.
All three analyses also yielded a significant main
effect of error type, with children making more Inclusion
errors (Including related dlstractors as members of the
target category) than exclusion errors (excluding category
members). This pattern also becomes more Interesting
when the correlations described In the next section are
taken Into account.
The results of all three ANOVAs also Indicated a
significant Interaction between category level and error
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type. The chl Idren made more InelU.lon errors and fewer
exclusion errors at the daslc
, eve , than at the super-
ordlnate
.eve,. This Interaction I. shown graphically | n
Figure 1
.
Effects of Typical ity and Similarity
Typical Ity of category mpmh»r« Tne numbep Qf
exclusion errors made by each group of children was
calculated for each object that was judged by adu.ts to
be a member of a target category. Table 9 contains the
summary of exc.us.on errors for objects that were members
of basic level categories. Table 10 contains the summary
for the superordlnate level categories. The list of
objects Is organized by category, and by goodness-of-
example (GOE) within each category.
Pearson product-moment correlations were used to
analyze the relationship between how typical of the
category an object was and how likely the children were
to make an exclusion error on that object. Each object's
GOE rating was correlated with the number of errors made
by each group of children on that object. This was done
collapsed across levels. A separate set of correlations
was calculated separately for the objects at the basic
level and for objects at the superordlnate level, collapsed
across categories within a level. Therefore, since there
were five objects In each category and three categories
at each level, the overall correlations were done based
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on 30 objects. Correlations separated by „vel were
based on
,5 objects. These correction coefficients are
summarized in Table 11 For »ii rall four groups of children,
the correlation between GOE and number of errors is
Positive and significant, both overall and at each of the
basic and superord
I nate levels. As predicted, for all
four groups of subjects, more exclusion errors were made
on objects that were rated by adults to be .ess typical
of the category. None of the differences between pairs
of correlations was significant.
Similarity of related gjstr^ctors The relationship
between how similar the related distractors were to the
members of the category and how likely the children were
to make Inclusion errors also was examined. Table 12
contains the summary of the number of inclusion errors
made for each distractor object. The objects are organized
by category, and by similarity within categories. The
correlation between an object's similarity rating and the
number of inclusion errors made on it was calculated for
each group of children. This was calculated collapsed
across levels. In addition, a separate set of correlations
was done for the objects at the basic level and for
objects at the superord i nate level, collapsed across
categories within a level. A high similarity rating
indicates an object that Is highly dissimilar to the
objects that are members of the target category. Therefore
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a significant negative correlation between the simiiarity
rating and the number of inclusion errors indicates that
the ch. Idren were more I
,
ke ,y to make errors on objects
that adults rated as s.miiar to the members of the target
category
( ,
ow similarity rating). These correlations are
summarized in Tab
, e 13. For all three groups of typical
children, the results of the correlations collapsed
across the two I eve i s confirmed the predicted negative
relationship between similarity rating and number of
inclusion errors. For the children with autism, this
correlation is in the predicted direction, but is not
significant. For correlations involving only the detrac-
tors for the basic level categories, the predicted negative
reiatlonshlp was significant only for the CA matches and
the SB matches. At the superor d I nate level, none of the
correlations is significant. The correlations for the
three groups of typical children, while not significant,
were all in the predicted direction. in contrast, for
the children with autism the correlation is in the opposite
direction than the one predicted. The importance of this
pattern of inclusion errors for the children with autism
will be discussed In the next chapter.
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Table 5
Proportion of Objects Sorted IncorrectivSeparated by Category Leve
. and Error Type
Basic Superord
i nate
Members Non- Members Nonmembers
members
Ch i l dren with
Autism
.04
.65
.21 28
Chrono I og I ca
I
age Matches
.06
.33
.07 u
Stanford-
B i net Matches
.13
.50 23
PPVT Matches .06
.57 <27
1 1
. 1 1
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Table 6
Analysis of Variance:Ch. Idren with Autism and Chrono
I og i ca I Age Matches
Source df
Ch i I d 1
error 5
Leve I 1
error 5
Error type 1
error 5
Ch I I d x Leve I 1
error 5
Ch
I I d x Error 1
error 5
Level x Error 1
error 5
Ch i I d x Leve I 1
x Error
error 5
Mean
Square
. 284
. 006
. 1 29
.017
. 739
. 045
. 00004
. 008
. 091
. 026
. 445
. 032
. 069
.015
49 . 99
7 . 63
16.51
01
3 . 44
13 . 82
4.75
P
.002
.039
.010
. 902
.121
.014
.080
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Table 7
Analysis of Variance:Children with Autism and Stan for d-B i net Matches
Source df
Ch i I d
1
error 5
Leve I 1
error 5
Error Type 1
error 5
Ch i I d x Leve I 1
error 5
Ch i I d x Error 1
error 5
Level x Error 1
error 5
Ch
I I d x Error 1
x Level
error 5
Mean
Square
.03 1
. 007
. 1 82
.015
. 627
.057
.005
. 003
. 136
.024
. 790
. 03 1
. 002
.036
4 . 54
1 1 . 98
10 . 99
1 .73
5 . 75
25.67
05
.085
.018
.020
. 240
.060
.005
. 820
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Table 8
Analysis of Var lance-Children with Autism and ppvt Matches
Source df
Ch i I d
1
error 5
Level
1
error 5
Error Type 1
error 5
Ch i I d x Leve I 1
error 5
Ch i I d x Error 1
error 5
Level x Error 1
error 5
Ch I I d x Error
x Leve I 1
error 5
Mean
Square
. 023
.018
. 1 56
.01 1
. 801
. 049
. 002
.01036
.071
. 0223
1 . 100
.016
014
027
1 . 28
14.11
1 6 . 36
17
3 . 09
67 . 84
52
P
.3 10
.010
.010
. 690
. 140
.001
.510
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1Proportion of Objects Sorted Incorrectly
08
Error Tyos
~~ Inclusion Exclusion
oe
0.4
02
0.8
0 6
0 4
0.2
Baslc Superordinate
Category Level
Children with Autism and PPVT Matches
Proportion of Objects Sorted Incorrectly
Error Tyoe
"—Inclusion —(- Exclusion
f
Basic Superordinate
Category Level
Children with Autism and SB Matches
Proportion of Objects Sorted Incorrectly
0.8
06
0.4
02
Error Type
~
"~ Inclusion " Exclusion
1
1
Basic Superordinate
Category Level
Children with Autism and CA Matches
Figure 1. Interaction of type of error and category
level. The interaction Is shown separately for each
the three ANOVAs
.
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Table 9
Proportion of Children Who Sorted ObjectsMembers
- Basic Level
I ncor r ect
I
y-
Categor
y
Truck
GOE Ch
I
I dren CA matc h
with "
Aut i sm
Dump truck 2
. 50 .00
Cement truck 2 .40
. 00
Fire eng i ne 2
. 80 .00
Flat bed
truck 2
. 90
. 00
Tow truck 3 . 50
. 00
Spoon
Large meta
1
spoon 2
. 20
. 00
Large wood
spoon 2 .80
.00
Slotted spoon 4 .25
. 00
Measur i ng
spoon 5 05
. 22
Flat front
spoon 5 76
.00
Ba 1 1
Soccer ba 1
1
1 . 10 .00
Wh i f f
l
e ba 1 1 1 . 80 .00
Footba 1
1
2 . 50
. 00
Large cloth 4 . 43 .00
ba 1 1
Cloth clutch 5 . 68
. 50
ba I
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
. 33
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
. 667
S-B
match
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.33
.00
. 67
. 33
.00
.00
.00
. 1 7
833
PPVT
match
00
00
00
00
00
.00
. 17
. 17
.50
. 1 7
.00
.00
. 00
. 1 7
. 33
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_Table 10Proportion of Children Who Sorted Incorrect.
v
Members Superor d 1 nate Level
V
Category
C I othes
GOE
" CI 1 1 L o
1
. 10
Ro 4- hrnhAdo Liir OD6 1
. 90
Vest 2
. 70
Scar f 5
. 20
Cap 5 . 50
Fur n 1 ture
Couch 1
. 10
Tab 1 e 1 30
Cha 1 r 1 90
Crad 1
e
3 50
Lamp 5 90
Too 1
Screwdr I ver 1 . 10
Hand drill 1 . 40
Wrench 1 . 60
P 1 1 ers 1 . 60
Tape rule 4 . 95
Ch ' 'dren CA match
with
Aut I sm
.00
.00
. 40
. 20
. 20
. 00
. 25
00
25
75
1 7
33
1 7
33
50
S-B
match
PPVT
match
.00 00 1 -7
. 1 7
.00
. 00 on
.00
. 17
. 50
.33
. 67
. 50
. 17
. 17
. 33
.00
. 17
. 33
.00
.33
. 50
.00
. 33
. 33
.00
.00
. 17
.00
. 67
. 50
.00
. 17
. 1 7
.00
. 17
. 17
.00
. 17
.00
.00
. 17
. 17
.50
. 50
.83
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Tab I e 1
1
i u 1
Correlations Between Goodness-of-ExamD
I e ir-nriand Proportion of ChUdren Wno Sorted ?ncorreo^,y
Col lapsed across level
Ch i Idren
w i th Aut i sm
CA match
409* 583* * *
Basic level
Ch I Idren
w i th Aut I sm
CA match
570 = 583*
PPVT match S -B match
458**
.613***
PPVT match S-B match
.
773***
.
739***
Superord
I nate level:
CA matchCh I I dren
w i th Aut I sm
594
.
632* *
PPVT match S-B match
578 : 639**
Note: Correlations for bas
done on 15 pairs (d_f = 13,
collapsed across level are
one-ta i I tests
)
ic and superord i nate level are
one-tail tests). Correlations
done on 30 pairs (d_f_ = 28,
* P < .025
* * p < .01
*** p < .005
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Propor t i on of Ch i
Tab I e 12
dren Who Sorted
Nonmember
s
Objects Incorrectly -
basic
S m. Ch I I dren CA
with
Aut I sm
Truck
Van 1 40 1 . 00
. 83
car 2 70
. 83
. 50
Jet 4 20
. 67
.00O r~\ 1 /—. mm,o|juon
ser ver 2 1 0
. 60
. 67
Fork 2 60
. 40
.00
Ro 1 1 i ng pin 4 40
. 20
.00
Ba 1 1
Spher 1 ca
1
bank 2 50
. 60
. 50
Spher 1 ca
candle 2 60 1 .00
.33
P 1 ast 1 c egg 3 10
. 83
. 1 7
S-B match PPVT
match
1 . 00
. 83
. 33
50
83
1 7
. 667
.50
. 17
83
83
83
. 50
. 1 7
. 00
1 .00
. 50
.50
Superord I nate
C I othes
Button 1.70 .00
.17 00 17Suitcase 5.17 .40
.00 00 '17Hairbrush 5.20 .40
.00 17
'
17Furniture
Painting 3
. 00 .00
.33 50 33Ru 9 3.00 .75 .33
.50 '33
Plant 3.10 .50 .17
.50 '33
TOO
Key 2.90 .50 .00
.33 17Comb 3.30 .33 .00 .00 17Ce I I ophane
tape I
n
dispenser 3.50 .17 .00 .00 .00
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Table 13
8lmll Correlations BetweenSimilarity of Related Distractors to r«*an. the Proportion of Chi I dren Who sorted^ncorrect'ly
Collapsed across level:
Ch I l dren with
Aut i sm
-
. 248
CA match
-
.
683***
Bas i c I eve I :
Ch
I
Idren wi th CA match
Aut I sm
—.526
_
-
337***
Superord i nate I eve I :
Ch I Idren wl th CA match
Aut I sm
282
-
. 490
PPVT match
-
. 329
PPVT match
-
. 345
PPVT match
-.212
S-B match
-
. 51 3 :
S-B match
-
.
686*
S-B match
-.194
Hnn!
: Co " rel
^
tions f ° r basic and superord I nate level wereao e on g pairs Cdf = 7( 7, one-tail tests). Correlat
til i
Q
tes^s)
Cr ° SS
'
eVel d° ne
°
n 18 Pa,rS (^ = 16 ' one "
* P < .025
** P < .01
*** p < .005
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CHAPTER 4
D I SCUSS ION
Severa. important findings emerged from this study,
in many ways, the performance of the ohiidren with
autism was simiiar to the typ ica
, chiidren, both quanti-
tative^ and qua
,
, tat i ve
i y . The ohiidren with autism made
no more errors at either the basio or the
-evel than their SB or ppvt matches. Furthermore, the
children with autism had a pattern of errors very slmiiar
to all of the groups of typical children.
, n particular,
all groups of children made more inclusion errors and
fewer exclusion errors at the basic level than at the
superordinate level. Third, the children with autism
made category assignment decisions for objects that were,
by adult standards, members of the target category along
the same dimension
- typicality - as did all three groups
of typical children. However, the performance of the
children with autism did differ from that of the three
groups of typical children in one potentially important
way. All three groups of typical children made categor-
ization decisions regarding the objects that were d I s-
tractors based on the similarity of those objects (as
Judged by adults) to members of the target category. In
contrast, the categorization decisions of the children
with autism were not at all consistent with this similarity
measure
.
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"n this chapter,
,
beg
, n by discussing the importance
of these findings fcr understanding the ccnceptua, deve I -
opment cf preschcc i
-aged chiidren with autism. Seccnd
,
seme methcdclcgical concerns will be raised. Finaiiy,
Possibie directions for future research will be presented.
Categorization by Preschoo
I -Agpri Child ren with Autism
Comparisons to typical ch i Idren
. The results
support the hypotheses about the differences between the
children with autism and the children matched to them by
chronological age (CA). The CA matched children made
significantly fewer errors than the children with autism
at both the basic and the superord i nate levels. The
results do not support the hypothesis that the children
with autism would make more errors than the children
matched to them based on the V I sua I
-Ana I y t I c subscale of
the Stanford-Binet (mental age), nor was there a significant
difference between the children with autism and the
children matched to them based on the PPVT (verbal age)
in the number of sorting errors.
These findings, taken together, provide important
information about the categorization ability of young
children with autism. On this task, this group of pre-
school-aged children with autism was able to sort objects
into basic and superord I nate level categories as well as
children who had matching mental and verbal ages. The
children with autism made more errors than the children
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matched to them on chrono ,og ica I age, who had higher
verbal and mental ages than the other ohlidren In the
study.
,
n general, regardless of diagnosis, the children
with higher mental and verba, ages (the CA matches) made
fewer sorting errors than the children with lower menta,
and verbal ages (younger typica, children and the children
with autism).
,
n addition to demonstrating that the
sorting task is sensitive to developmental change in
typical chiidren, this difference between the children
with autism and their CA matches provides support for the
validity of the task as a measure of cognitive development,
distinguishing between normally developing and develop-
mentally delayed preschoolers. However, this pattern of
results does not support a theory of a specific delay in
language related skills described by others (e.g., Fay &
Schuler, 1980, Tager -F I usber g , 198 5a) as typical of
aut i sm
.
The trend toward a difference between the children with
autism and the children matched to them on mental age
(Stanford-Binet) raises an Interesting question which
suggests an area of further study. If children with autism
make more errors than children who are the same noverbal
mental age (but higher verbal age) as they are, there
would be evidence for a disorder specific to autism that
is separate from general cognitive delay.
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A I I of the ch l idren
P6rf0rmed
^an predicted regarding the basic
and superordinate
, eve
.
categories. Contrary to previous
research (Daehler, et a.., 1979, Mervis & Crjsafj> ^
Rosch, eta,., 1976), the ch
i
i dren made more errors on
basic leve. categories than on superordinate level categ-
ories. A. though this pattern was unexpected, it makes
sense when the children's errors are looked at more
closely. First, this difference in basic level and
superordinate level sorting cannot be appreciated fully
without also taking into consideration the strong effect
of error type and the interaction between error type and
category level. For all four groups of children the
larger number of errors made at the basic level than at
the superordinate leve. can be accounted for by inclusion
of related distractors. In fact, the inclusion of related
distractors of two of the categories (TRUCK and BALL)
accounts for the largest proportion of errors.
In addition, the children's behavior must be considered
in light of what Mervis (1987) describes as child-basic
categories. Child-basic categories are constructed
according to the same principles as adult basic categories,
but the exact members of the category may vary. This
variation may take the form of exclusion of members that
adults would include or inclusion of objects that adults
d not consider members. Mervis describes severalwou
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reasons why children Initially may include different
objects in their basic-level categories than adu.ts do.
Two are of particular Interest to the present study.
First, the child may not notice a functionally or cultural
appropriate attribute (like the wick on a spherical
candle). Second, the child may notice these attributes,
but they do not hold the same salience for him or her
that they do for adults. From this perspective, the
sorting errors made by the children in the present study
are sensible. in most cases, the objects included by the
children in the basic level categories wou
. d be predicted
to fit Into child-basic categories. m fact, two of the
abstractors for BALL (the bank and the candle) and one of
the dlstractors for TRUCK (the van) were chosen because
Mervis (e.g., 1984) had previously found that toddlers
included these objects in the relevant child-basic cate-
gories. While the younger typical children and the
chl Idren with autism might be expected to be using ch I Id-
basic categories, the older typical children (CA matches)
would be expected to have categories closer to the adult-
basic ones. Such a pattern is consistent with the results
obtained In the present study for the Child Type factor.
Finally, the children's high rate of inclusion of
dlstractors at the basic level makes sense from an adult
perspective, since the items that the children included
were the ones that the adults rated as most similar to
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the members of the categories m +h.
| n the two categories for
which the chiidren made the most
.nc.us.on errors ( BALL
and TRUCK
)
the detractors bear a strong physicaI resem _
b-ance to the members of the category (e.g., two of the
distractors for BALL were neariy perfect spheres). The
distractors for these two categories were rated by adu.ts
as very simiiar to members of the target category (see
Tabie 3). Chiidren responding to gioba, p hysical features
were
,
,
ke iy to make errors on these items. ,„ the super-
ordinate categories, the distractors bore Mttie pnysicai
resemblance to the members. Therefore, it was less
likely that children relying on physical information
would make errors on these items. This strong pattern of
responses to distractors across groups of children warrants
further study, with distractors systematically chosen to
vary in similarity to category members. The effect of
similarity of related distractors on inclusion errors is
discussed in more detail below.
The most interesting finding in this group of analyses
Is that the children with autism performed almost Ident-
ically in this regard to all of their typical peers. For
all children, the pattern of inclusion and exclusion
errors was systematic. This supports the previous finding
by Tager-Flusberg (1985a) that children with autism do
not have a specific delay in the ability to form basic or
superord I nate level categories. In addition, this study
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provides an important extension of Tager
-F I usber g s
resu.ts. Tager-Flusberg's subjects were e I ementar y-schoo
I
aged, while the children in the present study were pre-
schoolers, the age at which categorization sk i i , s are
becoming more consolidated in typical children. Third,
whiie the chiidren in Tager-F i usber g s study were likeiy
to have been explicitly taught categorization as part of
their school curriculum, the children involved in the
present study had no previous experience with categorization
tasks
.
Effect of typical Ity. All of the children were
consistently more likely to Include an object as a member
of a category if it was typical of that category. There
were no differences between the children with autism and
any of the groups of typical children in the strength of
this relationship. The children with autism were as
sensitive to the typicality of the objects as were their
chronological, mental, and verbal age matches. This
provides support for the application of the "best example-
theory as a description of how young children with autism
form early concepts and provides important information
about the bases on which children with autism form
cat egor i es
.
Effect of similarity of related dlstractors
. An
Important area of difference between the children with
autism and their typical peers was In the procedure used
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for categorization decisions involving the related d I s-
tractors. All of the typical chi Idren were more
I Ikely
to include a related distractor as a member if it was
similar to members of the target category. This pattern
was especially strong for basic level categories. The
sorting decisions of the children with autism did not fit
this pattern. When the correlation is examined across
category levels, the children with autism appear to be
making inclusion decisions regarding the distractors
randomly. Separating the objects Into basic and super-
ordinate levels reveals an interesting pattern. For the
children with autism, the distractors for the superord I nate
level categories appear to be causing the greatest problems.
For these categories, the correlation is in the opposite
direction from the one predicted, and opposite from all
three groups of typical children. When physical attributes
provided the least helpful Information, the errors made
by the children with autism were less systematic, Indicating
a specific problem with the abstraction of superord I nate
categories. When physical attributes were helpful (i.e.,
at the basic level) the children with autism were likely
to use this Information In the formation of their cate-
gories. This supports the finding described by R I tvo and
Freeman (1977) that children with autism may fall to develop
abstract concepts and reasoning. A greater number of
distractor objects, with wide variability In similarity
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to category members, wou
I
d ba usefu, to further Investigate
this pattern of sorting.
Methodological Questions
This study provided substantial and previously mlS sing
information about the ability of presohoo .
-aged ohiidren
with autism to oategor i ze at the basio and superord i nate
levels. several important findings can be contributed to
the understanding of the cognitive development of ohiidren
with autism. However, a few methodological issues may
mediate the generality of the results, at the same time as
indicating fruitful directions for future research.
Task variables
.
First, it is important to consider
the selection factor of the task itself. Any research with
young typical children must take into consideration the task
demands that may Interfere with a child's ability to
complete the task. With young children with special
needs, this becomes an even greater issue. In response
to this concern, this study was designed to put a minimum
amount of emphasis on verbal ability, an area where both
2-3 year old typical children and children with autism
of all ages were expected to have difficulty.
There were several aspects of the task that may have
influenced children's ability to participate. A demand
specific to this study was the two-basket sorting. A
sorting task was chosen for this study in order to give
the children freedom to include or exclude any items.
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Two baskets (a target basket and a dlstractor basket)
were used so that each child had to make a sorting decision
for each of the stimuli. a one-basket sorting task
would have left open for debate the reason that a chiid
left objects on the table. With a two-basket sorting
P-aced in one of the two baskets. Two chiidren with autism
and 5 typical children (ail younger than 3 years old)
were not able to participate in the study because they
were not able to complete the training sessions on the two-
basket sort. Two other children with autism were never
recruited to participate In the study because classroom
observation of them suggested that they would not be able
to learn how to do the two-basket sort. The categories
of the children with autism who were not able to learn
the sorting task could not be assessed. In order to gain
an understanding the conceptual development of these
children, other paradigms may need to be explored. a
possible paradigm for addressing this question is discussed
in the next section.
Also, for both the typical children and the children
with autism, the variability of their attention played an
important role in their ability to complete the task. In
this one procedural step the typical and autistic children
were treated somewhat differently. Some typical children
could not finish the task, because of its length,who
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were dropped fro. the study. However, due to the d.ffieu.ty
In finding pr eschoo I
-aged children with autism, this
procedure could not be followed with them. Instead, a
new session was scheduled. Since for the chiidren with
autism the task required less prolonged attention than it
did for the typioal children, the length of the task was
less likely to eliminate them from the study. Future
projects with typical and deve I opmenta I I y-de I ayed pre-
schoolers couid give all children an opportunity to
spread a long task over several sessions.
Chi id variables. in addition to the task itself, there
were several child variables contributing to children's
success or failure at the sorting task. Mental age seems
to have played a primary role in children's success. For
typical children this goes hand in hand with chronological
age, with the older children much more successful. Often,
the 4- and 5-year olds did not need extensive training on
the task and were able to complete the training part of
the study in two trials.
For deve I opmenta
I
I y-de I ayed children who are preschool-
aged, mental age plays an even more important role than
chronological age in predicting success. Two of the
children who were not able to complete the training
sessions were the same chronological age as many of the
typical children who participated In the study. However,
a 5-year-old child with a moderate developmental delay
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I ow
may have a mental age of less than 3 years, the age be
which the typical children had a great deal of difficulty
with the task. A child with a more severe delay might
not be able to understand the sorting task and would be
eliminated from the study, leaving the question of the
content of his or her categories unanswered.
Rutter (1983) has said that for children with autism
mental age alone is not a good predictor of success on a
task. One child factor that may have impacted on children's
ability to complete the task, and one that is very difficult
to assess, Is "degree" of autism. It may be important to
know if the children who were more successful on the
sorting task were less autistic than the children who
were unsuccessful. All of the children who participated
exhibited enough characteristics of autism to be included
in the study. In order to directly address the question
of the importance of degree of autism, specific measures
would have to be employed. Several of the children who
participated had relatively high mental and verbal ages,
which may have been a stronger predictor of success.
The influence of mental age and degree of autism in
selecting children with autism as subjects in the current
study is an important one. Children whose mental age or
autistic behavior prevented them from learning or completing
the sorting task are not represented by these data, so
conclusions about the cognitive development of children
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with autism may be llmlted to ch||dren ^ mna|y ^
moderately delayed. This limitation Is not, however,
specific to the present study. Several other researchers
in the fie.d of autism (including Tager-F
I usberg ) have
focused primarily on children who are mlldly to moderately
de I ayed
.
A final child variable is exposure to the objects
used. it is possible that the difference between the
developmental
I y-di sab led children and their typical peers
of matching chronological ages is accounted for by a
difference in access to real-life versions of the items used
in this study. since the children with autism had mental
ages at least 1-2 years below their chronological ages,
their parents may not have given them as much exposure to
some of the items used as would the parents of typical 4
or 5 year olds. For example, while the parent of a
typical 5 year old may provide rich exposure to tools,
the parent of a 5 year old child with autism may (for
reasons of safety or ability) keep access to items limited
to those that would be appropriate for a younger child.
In future studies, It might be informative to ask parents
about their child's exposure to the stimuli sets or to
provide stimuli that are equally familiar to all groups
of children. it Is important to keep In mind, however,
that preschoo I
-aged children were chosen for this study
in order to minimize the difference In experience between
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the typ.cal chMdren and the children with autism. Also
,
a large number of the items chosen for this study were
items that were very ,, ke , y to be fam|||||r tQ a|| ch| , dren
(balls, spoons, clothes, furniture, trucks).
Directi ons for Future Research
The results suggest intriguing questions for future
research concerning the conceptual development of young
children with autism. Several of these have been discussed
already in the previous section. Three more will be
discussed here.
Differences between ver bal and mental *n~* Previous
research (Fay and Schuler, 1980, Schwartz, 1981, Tager-
Flusberg, i 98 5a) has indicated that children with autism
have specific language delays. Based on these findings,
the children with autism were expected to have higher
mental ages than verbal ages. In this experiment, this
pattern was not found consistently. one child scored 7-
1/2 months higher on the PPVT-R than on the Stanford-
Binet. one child had comparable scores on the two tests.
The remaining four had higher scores on the Stanford-
Blnet, but for only one child was this difference greater
than five months. This made an analysis of the differential
effects of general mental ability and specific verbal
ability difficult. The reason for this pattern is not
clear. It may be interesting to pursue the discrepancy
between a general agreement In the field of autism that
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children with autism have a SDPrifi, .n spec c language delay and the
finding
,„
this study that the verba, ages of many of the
chiidren with autism were parallel to their mental ages.
The results of the present study ,„ conjunction with the
findings of previous researchers, suggests that it is
probable that the difference between verba, ability and
nonverbal abilities emerges after the preschool years.
Measuring children's real
-world caw ioe As was
discussed in the introduction, the important behavior
toward a group of objects that indicates the existence of
a category is "to respond to them in terms of their class
membership rather than their uniqueness." (Bruner, et
.
al., 1956/1965, p. 1). We cannot assume that the sorting
behavior of preschool children is a direct reflection of
their daily interactions with objects. Since the behavior
of children with autism often is uneven, the difference
between their sorting behavior and their "true" categories
may be even greater than for typical children. For
example, a young child with autism may put both the red
rubber ball and the cloth ball in the same basket, Indi-
cating that they are members of the same category, but he
may only do ball-like things (e.g., bounce or throw)
outside of the experiment with the rubber ball. Conversely,
a child may be unable to understand the sorting task or
the category label, but may have a rich array of category-
specific behaviors toward particular classes of objects.
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Haring (1885) presents a paradigm that may be more
sensitive to children's reai-worid categories, and one
that couid be extended to chiidren with autism.
, n his
study, Haring used 10 sets of five different exampies of
a toy. The toys in each set varied in terms of size,
color, and abstractness
.
For example, the best example
of an airplane had all the defining features and extra
markings, windows, an engine, and other details. The
worst example of an airplane had only the defining features
(cylindrical body, rounded wing surfaces). Children were
taught toy-specific play behavior with one member of each
set, and their play behavior was measured with all items
in a free access situation. in this way, Haring was able
to get a valid measure of the ability of the children to
generalize their play behavior to novel examples. Though
the children used in this study were not autistic, this
is a paradigm whose potential for application to the mea-
surement of the conceptual development of children with
autism Is strong. if opportunities to play with all the
exemplars were kept even, and if closely related distractors
were included In the stimuli (e.g., a helicopter along
with the airplanes), this might be a powerful paradigm
for assessing the categories of children whose mental age
keeps them from successfully completing a sorting task.
Implications for intervention . The similarities
between the young children with autism and their typical
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Peers present some important implications for intervention.
As formation of categories appears to be an area <n whioh
preschool children with autism perform comparably to
their mental age peers, then certainly children with
autism should be provided with the information necessary
to continue to form appropriate categories. if older
children with autism are found to have narrower functional
categories than their typical peers, it may be due to a
teaching or learning style that becomes more apparent as
children get older. For young children exposed to a wide
range of objects and experiences, it may be possible to
maintain the appropriateness of their categories. Enriched
experiences can be provided which are sensitive to the
Issues of category formation. For example, Hupp and
Mervls (1981) stress that first examples of categories
should be good examples, until the category is we I I
-
formed. Given these type of examples in a wide range of
situations, children with autism may be able to build on
what appears to be a normal base for cognitive development.
Cone I us I on
This study provided substantial and exciting Infor-
mation regarding the conceptual development of young
children with autism. In one Interesting way the children
with autism differed from their typical peers, presenting
questions for future research. However, In every other
way, the children with autism performed in a manner very
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s«m,,ar to their typ.ca. peers, when the ch,, dre n with
autism were compared to typi ca , chi.dren with matching
mental ages, the pattern of sorting was a, most identical
For all four groups of children the sorting pattern was
one that made sense, both from a child-basic point of
view and from an adult perspective of typicality and
similarity. This striking similarity between preschool-
aged chi.dren with autism and their chronological and
mental age matches provides one more piece of Information
regarding the cognitive development of children with
autism, adding to the growing body of information about
this puzzling disorder.
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APPEND
I X
Checklist for Diagnosis of Autism
Chi Id's name
. Date
.1. Onset of symptoms before 30 months of age
.2. All four of the fol lowing:
A. Language delays or disorders
absence of speech; mutism
delay in language development (started late,
tests at younger level)
immediate or delayed echo I a I i
a
repetitive, stereotyped, inflexible use of
words or phrases
B. Abnormal response to sensory stimuli
auditory (may appear to be deaf or to be
extremely sensitive to noise, may attend
to self-Induced noise)
visual (fascination with lights, moving
objects, patterns, or apparent non-use of
eyes
)
vestibular (whirling without dizziness,
fascination with spinning objects)
proprioceptive (odd body postures, hand
flapping, stereotypic or bizarre body
movements, toe-walking)
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Chi Id's name
Date
C. Disturbances of the capacity to relate to
people, events and objects
peop I
e
absence, arrests or delays of smiling
response, stranger anxiety, reciprocal
use of eye contact
.
failure to develop a relationship
with a primary caretaker or over-
dependence on a caretaker
indifference to peers or adults
delays and/or unusual patterns of social
i nteract I ons
events
particular awareness of sequence and
discomfort or panic resulting from
disruption of the sequence
objects
used in idiosyncratic, stereotypic or
per severat I ve ways
ritualistic behavior
insistence on sameness of routine or environment
D. Disturbances of developmental rates and sequences.
Normal coordination in three developmental pathways
(motor, soc i a I -adapt I ve
,
cognitive) is disrupted.
within one pathway some skills normal, others delayed
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Ch i Id's name
Date
between pathways: for examnioy^- r ple motor normal, socfal
sk i I I s de I ayed
—arrests, delays, or regressions
_3. Other impairments (do not have to be present, but
may support diagnosis of autism)
Impairment of motor imitation
__unusual skills that do not involve language
unusual memory
—erratic sleeping or eating patterns
abnormal vestibular control
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